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2nd Day General Sesshin

The part we read today concerns not somebody who is specializing in  Tathagata Zen

practice  like  all  of  us  are,  but  instead,  somebody who is  a  specialist  in  studying the  sutras

academically. The title that this questioner is given, lecture- master is a very high title.  It means

that this person was a first class professor.  This man was a specialist in Buddhist studies and he

knew all about the technicalities of Buddhism, and so he takes up his question in terms of the

twelve divisions of the three teachings, The Three Vehicles.    When you study the sutras in great

detail and you study Mahayanna Buddhism, within Mahayanna Buddism, it is said that there are

actually three vehicles within Mahayanna Buddhism: The vehicle of the Shramana, the Particya

Buddha, and the Bodhisattva.    

This word vehicle is often used in Buddhism and it really means a vehicle, something that

you can ride on, a car; something that you can get up on and ride on, be taken by from the human

world to the world of God or to the world of Buddha.  People who are really into this kind of

thing and have studied it can probably give very flowery explanations of this kind of thing.  The

standpoint of Tathagata Zen practitioners, however, is a little bit different. It isn’t as if we don’t

have any interest in the sutras. But on the other hand, it has always been said, that  Tathagata

Zen is a special transmission not dependent upon the sutras.   Buddhism has been traditionally

been analyzed, at least in one way, as having twelve parts to it.  And so those twelve parts are

referred to as teachings in this sentence, The twelve teachings of The Three Vehicles.

We  can  say  that  absolutely  everything  in  Buddhism  is  included  within  the  Three

Vehicles, twelve divisions of teachings.   This lecture- master has studied these sutras, these

Buddhist teachings thoroughly, and from that standpoint he faces Rinzai and asks his question.

This kind of question, however, if you’re really studying Nyorai  Zen, Tathagata Zen , it seems

irrelevant.  The lecture- master faces Rinzai and asks ,“All of these teachings, all of these sutras,

all of the teachings of Buddhism , aren’t they explaining Buddha Nature?”  I wonder what the
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lecture-  master  meant  when  he  said  “  Buddha  -nature”.   I  wonder  how  he  understood  the

expression the expression “Buddha -nature”, but this is a very dangerous question.   Why is this

so dangerous?  The moment that he opens up his mouth and says, “Aren’t all these teachings of

Buddhism explaining and pointing to Buddha -nature?”  He’s already done a ridiculous thing.

What  if  there  was  another  teaching  other  than  the  sutras  that  explained  and  demonstrated

Buddha- nature.  What would you do? That’s why I said it was such a dangerous question.

How does  Rinzai  respond  to  this?    Instead  of  answering  he  asks  another  question

himself. The meaning of his question is:  “What kind of a place is Buddhism born in?” (  That

was a mistranslation. )  Not Buddhism, but Buddha- nature. “What kind of a place is Buddha -

nature born in?  What kind of a meadow?  What kind of a field is Buddha-nature given birth to

in.”  Rinzai answers his own question and says, “This weed patch has never been spaded.”  This

means that the field that Buddhism is born into is a field that nobody has tilled, that nobody has

cultivated.  

You have to be able to see Rinzai’s answer to be pointing to the condition of the origin,

actually  to  the  condition  where  nothing has  yet  been born.   The condition  of  the  origin  of

everything is  absolutely  something that is  neither  being nor non-being.  Because Rinzai  has

clearly manifested the wisdom that knows this,  he is able to ask questions like he does and

answer them like he does.   But  how does  this  lecture-master  who has  studied the sutras  so

carefully, understand Rinzai’s response?  He understands it in -another ridiculous way.  It seems

as if this lecture-master has gone utterly mad here.  He’s gone crazy!  And he says, “Well, what

about the Buddha?  The Buddha’s attitude toward all sentient beings, wasn’t to try to deceive

them or trick them or lead them astray, was it?” Look at this lecture-master here, look at his face!

He’s not looking very calm or happy when he is saying this to Rinzai.  But Rinzai is relentless

and he asks the lecture-master another question.  “Where is Buddha?”  “Is Buddha in heaven or

on earth?  Is he in the mountains or in the ocean?  Where?”

You  can  see  clearly  here  the  difference  between  someone  who  has  just  studied

academically and can mimic what his or her teacher says, and someone who is practicing the

practice of not depending on the sutras, of grasping the transmission that is independent of the
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sutras.  When you ask somebody who is just imitated their teacher,  “Where is Buddha?”  Of

course, they can’t answer.  However, if you can’t answer, “Where is Buddha?”  If you don’t

know where the Buddha is, you also don’t know where you are.  You also don’t know where

your home is.  

At this point the lecture-master was struck dumb.  He had nothing at all to say.  Although

this lecture- master might have studied the sutras a lot, you can see him here as someone who

definitely doesn’t understand the essence of Buddhism.  The reason why Rinzai can say, “Where

is Buddha?” is because he knows the answer to that through and through.  He knows that Buddha

is with all of you, that Buddha is with the stones, too.  You can study the Lotus Sutra or the Heart

Sutra  or  the Prajna  literature  as  much as  you want,  but  if  you can’t  immediately  know for

yourself that Buddha is with the stones, then it hasn’t done you much good.  

Rinzai firmly grasps the lecture master and doesn’t let him escape at all.  He says. “What

did you think you were trying to do?  Here I am sitting up on this high seat to expound Zen.  Did

you think you were going to make a fool of me in front of everybody?”.   I thought that this is

where we were going to get to in teshio today.  I was thinking that this is where we could stop.

And furthermore, I forgot my watch today.  But I’m pretty sure that we have quite a bit more

time left in teshio time, so I guess I should go on to the next part.

He says next, “Get out. Get out!  Quickly leave!  You are obstructing the other people.

You’re getting in the way of the other people asking questions. Why did Rinzai say this?  You

have to really understand what was behind Rinzai’s words. The dharma activity is always acting.

It never stops even for an instant.  But this monk didn’t  even understand that principal,  that

fundamental tenet of Zen.  That is why he was asked to quickly leave! Do you understand this

principal?  

As I’ve told you so many times before, the dharma activity is an activity in which tatha-

gata and tatha-agataare always working together without rest.  The condition of the origin of that

dharma activity is an action that has no will.  And that willessly acting condition of the origin has

absolutely everything as its content.  That state, which we say has absolutely everything as its

content, is acting with absolutely everything as its content, we can also describe as the state,
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which is pregnant with everything.  When that state which is pregnant with everything breaks

open then we existent beings are born.  This is the standpoint that Rinzai is always speaking

from.  When the lecture master asked him “Don’t all of the sutras, don’t the Three Vehicles,

twelve divisions express Buddha- nature?” he said, “This weed patch has never been spaded.

Nobody has tilled this field.”  And this is referring to the condition of the origin.  And it is from

that condition of the origin the Buddha appears.  He clearly understands this, and therefore, is

immediately able to answer.  

The condition of the origin, I’ll say once again, is a state that is acting without will.  The

condition  of  the  origin  is  a  state  that  is  being  pregnant  with  everything  without  will.  That

condition  of  being  pregnant  with  everything  undoubtedly  will  then  reach  the  season  where

undoubtedly it gives birth to everything.   

That season is reached through the dharma activity itself.  It isn’t as if some other outside

activity that some activity that isn’t the dharma activity helps to bring the condition about. The

dharma activity  itself  comes to  the season of giving birth.   The dharma activity  doesn’t  get

pregnant by any other activity than itself.  And also it doesn’t come to give birth by any other

activity than itself.  The two fundamental activities who comprise the dharma are opposite from

each other, but they are never fixated.  Unfailingly, they will act to totally unify with each other

and then they will face, and then they will unify and face over and over again, never fixating

themselves, and never acting with will.  These two activities, as I’ve said so many times, can be

called the expanding activity and the contracting activity.

  Buddhism is  the  teaching  that  acknowledges  the  validity  of  recognizing  these  two

opposing activities, expanding and contracting.  This is difficult.  On the one hand we can say

that Buddhism recognizes at least as one temporary way of learning and teaching, the validity of

expanding and contracting.  But it can be asked does Buddhism just unquestioningly accept these

two activities?   You have to investigate this for yourselves.  You can’t figure it out logically.

You have to investigate it.  In fact, when we observe what is actually happening around us, we

see  that  everything  is  appearing  and  disappearing.   Everything  does  this  same  activity  of

appearing and disappearing.   Buddhism therefore says, that in order to understand our way of
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being we must find a way to perceive these two activities as our very content. The point of view

of Tathagata Zen is to prove that these two activities are always meeting completely with each

other and then separating from each other, and then meeting and separating over and over again,

by appealing to zazen, by appealing to practice, by appealing to your own experience.  Buddhism

asks you to appeal to your own doing of it, to appeal to your own practice.  It doesn’t ask you to

unquestioningly  accept  that  you  are  brought  to  birth  and  led  to  annihilation  by  these  two

fundamental opposing activities.  It asks you to experience it for yourself.

Buddhism calls a person that has manifested the wisdom who knows the dharma activity,

a  Buddha.  If  you really  understand what a Buddha is  than you will  also understand that  a

Buddha is never fixated, that the Buddha inevitably acts to dissolve the old Buddha and manifest

a new Buddha. The existent being who is born will without fail come to manifest again the state

where living doesn’t need to be done anymore.  Buddhism also asserts that existent beings will

also  unfailingly  come to  manifest  the  state  where  dying doesn’t  need to  be  done anymore.

Buddhism says that if you can manifest the wisdom that knows the dharma activity, then you

will also be able to clearly see that the activities of life and death themselves, are not fixated.

 Tathagata  Zen concludes  that  the  dharma  activity  is  an  activity  that  repeats  the

ultimately large manifestation and the ultimately small manifestation over and over again.  If you

can take this kind of a teaching and truly put it into practice for yourself, truly do it for yourself,

then according to Tathagata Zen you will know clearly, that there is no dharma activity other or

apart from you and your home.  And conversely, there is no you, there is no “your home” other

than the dharma activity.  I suppose from this that you should be able to understand then the

difference between the so-called Great Vehicle and the small vehicle.  Right in the Big Vehicle,

the small vehicle has clearly entered in, is clearly being carried along with. 

 Every single religion is neatly included within this one great process of the ultimately

large and ultimately small. 

 When we are in the stages or aspects of the processes where we must live or must die,

that is when we are manifesting a self that has met up with the separation of subject and object

and at  those times we must  be controlled  by living and dying activity.   However  when we
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manifest the perfect dharma activity, when we enter the complete dharma world, then it’s no

longer necessary to be controlled by the living and dying activities.  Everything manifests those

states of perfect dharma, whether it’s a stone, plant, caterpillar, mosquito, fish, bird, animal or

person.  We all come to express those completed states of dharma activity.  

From this you should be able to see that when people are in the state of having been

manifest within the separation of subject and object, then a personified God, personified Buddha,

personified Supreme Being or Almightly is necessary for those people.  But when subject and

object become one that is the complete dharma.  When tatha-gata and tatha-agataunify with each

other then the perfect condition of the dharma is manifest.  

Not just people manifest the perfect dharma state, but stones, plants, caterpillars, fish,

birds, animals also manifest the perfect state of the dharma.  For example, if we take a worm and

observe the activity of the worm, we can see that when the worm finishes the activity of living it

makes  a  cocoon  and  that  nest  or  cocoon  is  the  manifestation  of  the  perfect  condition.   In

Tathagata Zen we personify perfect state of the dharma and call it the manifestation of true

love.  When living doesn’t need to be done anymore, then the perfect Dharma State is manifest.

This state comes into being through the living activity leading, but he’s also being accompanied

and helped by the dying activity.    And working together, finally they reach the state where

living doesn’t need to be done anymore, and the perfect dharma activity is manifest.  And so this

perfect condition of the dharma can be said to be manifest on the living side of the process.   

The living side of the process, however, is not the only side there is.  There is the dying

side.  There is the dying side of the process and when the dying side of the process is occurring,

the dying activity is leading and being helped and accompanied by the living activity, until they

both together reach the state where dying doesn’t need to be done anymore.  Tathagata Zen

practice, however is not just to understand this idea that the perfect dharma state is manifest on

both of these two sides, but to actually practice this idea until you experience the state of not

needing to die anymore, for yourself.  Then you will be utterly certain about it.

 Over and over again I remind you that we can also call the state where living doesn’t

need to be done anymore, the ultimately large cosmos.  And likewise, the state where dying
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doesn’t need to be done anymore, the ultimately small.  When Rinzai talks about the weed patch

that’s never been spaded, this is referring to both the ultimately large and ultimately small.  In

both of these states, no “I am” self has yet been manifest.  There are no people there.  There is no

need for anyone to cultivate or till this wild field.  They are both completely willess activities.

This  condition  of  the  origin  is  a  state  in  which  human  beings  who  do  the  function  of

consciousness have not yet been manifest.  That’s what Rinzai means by this wild meadow, this

uncultivated field where no one yet has appeared.  It’s the state in which tatha-gata and tatha-

agata are acting willessly.  You have to be able to clearly see that the wild weed patch which has

never been spaded is this willess activity of tatha-gata and tatha-agata acting together to become

pregnant with everything.  The more you understand what Rinzai is referring to when he talks

about the wild weed meadow that has never been spaded, the more you understand that he is

referring to an absolutely willess activity of tatha-gata and tatha-agata working together where

human beings that have consciousness have not appeared yet , the more that  you can see that the

lecture-master absolutely had no idea what Rinzai was talking about.

 If  a  dog barks,--Woof-- you don’t  do the  activity  of  consciousness.   Without  doing

consciousness you just receive that--Woof--.  When the dog barks then the existent being that can

receive that bark undoubtedly will simultaneously appear.  Conversely, if someone or something

doesn’t  appear  to  receive  that  bark,   the  dog simply  wouldn’t  be  able  to  bark.   Therefore,

although people do speak about being and nonbeing, in Tathagata Zen we say whenever being

is manifest simultaneously non being must be manifest and vice versa.  Whenever the activity of

giving is manifest the reason why it is able to be manifest is that, simultaneously, the activity of

receiving is also manifest.  This lecture master didn’t understand this principal at all.  That is

why when Rinzai asked him, “Where is Buddha?”, he wasn’t able to answer. 

 The bell rang so I probably should stop, but this part, this one sentence of Rinzai’s, “This

wild field has never been spaded”, is a sentence that you need to contemplate over and over,

more and more deeply, more and more carefully and listen to teisho about it over and over again.

Somehow or another, I feel like I’ve left something really important out.  If I can’t get to that

part, that important part that I I’ve forgotten, the true posture of zazen , the true lotus, kekkafuza
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will never be manifest. That’s why Rinzai shouted,  “Quickly get out!  Quickly!”   Don’t attach.

If you retreat yourself, then if you take the initiative in the retreating, then a new world will be

manifest.  You have to carefully and constantly contemplate the two fundamental activities of

tathagata and tathaagata working together until you can understand this tenent as well.  

I’m almost, right on the verge, of being ninety-three years old and I’ve gotten more and

more long-winded and boring, I’m sorry to say, as I’ve gotten older.  But it’s your fault!  It’s

because you don’t understand anything that I say that I’ve ended up like this.  All of you;  Get

out!  Get out quickly!  Don’t get stuck!

終

The End

終

The End
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